
JABSOM Faculty Senate Meeting Minutes 
Thursday, August 12, 2010 

 
Current Senators Present: Sheri Fong (ABP), Mariana Gerschenson (MED), John Grove (PH), 
Tony Guerrero (PSYCH), Olivier Le Saux (CMB), Debbie Merritt (ABP), Janet Onopa (MED), 
Andrew Tan (SURG), Randy Weirather (CSD), Kelley Withy (CAM) 
 
Future Senators Present: Peter Hoffman (CMB), Helenna Nakama (PSYCH), Celia Ona 
(PSYCH)  
 
Guests: Dean Hedges, Dr. Richard Kasuya, Dr. Roy Magnusson 
 

 
I. The meeting was called to order at 5:07 pm when quorum was confirmed. 

 
II. Dean’s Address  

a. Faculty Teaching Workload Policy – the Dean’s Office is checking with Reed 
Dasenbrock, VCAA, into the implementation of the policy at the department 
level. The intent is that the workload policy will serve as an umbrella policy for 
the school, which individual departments will use as a guideline to develop and 
implement their teaching equivalencies. See also below for discussion. 

b. Fixed Tenure Model – the Dean had a meeting with Linda Johnsrud and Reed 
Dasenbrock, VCAA. They developed a set of items to review with UHPA, and 
the Dean anticipates that there will be several meetings. As far as he knows, the 
first meeting has not occurred, likely due to concern over the movement of the 
document through administration during the summer. He anticipates that the 
process will start in September. The Dean proposed that the JABSOM Faculty 
Senate should have 1-2 representatives to serve as liaisons in the above 
discussions. 
ACTION: Designate 1-2 representatives from the Faculty Senate, 
knowledgeable about the history of the Fixed Tenure Model, to serve as liaisons.  

 
III. Review minutes of June 8, 2010. Amendments to the minutes were suggested. The 

amendments and the minutes with amendments were accepted. 
 
IV. Faculty Teaching Workload - Dean Hedges and Dr. Richard Kasuya were available to 

answer questions about draft 21 of the JABSOM Faculty Teaching Workload Policy. As a 
summary, the VCAA has asked all units, including JABSOM, to submit school-level 
policies on teaching workload. RK emphasized that this is a teaching policy, and thus does 
not stress the importance of research and other activities to the mission of JABSOM – 
faculty are still expected to be active in teaching, scholarship and service. In June, the 
JABSOM Faculty Senate had requested some type of arbitration for this policy. This has 
been addressed in recent drafts under faculty recourse. In addition, Dean Hedges stated that 
there could be a peer consultative process for collective input, for those faculty members 
dissatisfied with their assigned teaching responsibilities. The Senate offered to be a 
resource for such a process. In addition, the JABSOM Faculty Senate Executive Committee 
requested prior to this meeting that language be added to indicate that faculty would have a 
voice in their teaching responsibilities. The current version states “chairs are strongly 
encouraged to consider departmental faculty input”. KW also contacted UHPA and verified 
that this policy would not preclude the union rights of faculty.  



ACTION: Quorum was verified, and draft 21 of the JABSOM Faculty Teaching Workload 
Policy was approved. Although not in attendance, Lee Buenconsejo-Lum indicated by 
email that the FM department also supported the policy. 

 
V. Conflict of Interest Proposal – Dean Hedges and Dr. Roy Magnusson were available to 

answer questions about the COI proposal. RM stated that there was a target deadline of 
mid-September for the AAMC website – currently JABSOM rates an “F” because there is 
no COI policy on the website. There is also a site visit at the end of October – there is a 
COI policy for resident trainees adopted from the AMA criteria, but there is no policy for 
faculty. In discussion, clarification was requested about the intention of this policy, and RM 
stated that it was intended to be for clinical training and clinical research. However, it was 
suggested that there should not be an appearance of separate guidelines for those involved 
in basic science training and research. It was suggested that there be an acceptable 
monetary limit on gifts of $25. Suggestions to accommodate larger gifts were to have 
vendors pay the school an unrestricted educational fee or display fee, or for gifts to be 
provided to departments rather than individual people. Anyone faculty member who 
believes they may have a COI should go to the chair to discuss if a COI actually exists. 
After a lengthy discussion, MG suggested that there were too many issues for a vote on the 
COI proposal, and it was suggested that a small group meet with RM to go through the COI 
in more detail. 
ACTION: An email request for senators who would like to be involved in the COI policy 
will be sent out, and those names will be forwarded to Dr. Roy Magnusson. Roy also 
welcomed any direct emails from faculty who have suggestions. 

 
VI. JABSOM Bylaws – MG summarized that this change in the JABSOM Bylaws were to 

allow faculty whose appointments changed from JABSOM to UCERA still be allowed to 
serve on JABSOM committees. The UH Board of Regents approved the affiliation of the 
UH affiliated faculty practice plan with JABSOM. An amendment was suggested to 
indicate that faculty members who have a combined 0.5 FTE appointment be entitled to a 
full vote (not just those with > 0.5 FTE). Concern was voiced that since UCERA members 
do not follow UHPA guidelines, they may be voting on issues that do not affect them.  
ACTION: Quorum was verified, and the change to the JABSOM Bylaws with the above 
amendment was approved. Although not in attendance, Lee Buenconsejo-Lum indicated by 
email that the FM department also supported the change with amendment. 
 

VII. Announcements 
a. There will be a Promotion and Tenure Meeting on Aug 17 at 4pm. UH changes for 

this upcoming academic year include departmental description of co-authorship on 
articles, and that external references should not be co-authors, collaborators, or co-
investigators. 

b. MG thanked the senators who have completed their two consecutive 3-year terms: 
Mary Ann Antonelli (Medicine and former JFS secretary), Peter Bryant-Greenwood 
(Pathology), Nancy Furumoto (Surgery), Shannon Hirose-Wong (NHH) and Olivier 
Le Saux (CMB) 
 

VIII. The meeting was adjourned at 6:21 pm. 
 

 


